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Posted by u/callmeduc 3 hours ago

Turned on by my fish-smelling girldick after not
showering for days✨
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AutoModerator MOD · 3h · Stickied comment

IMPORTANT

Reddit's owners have introduced a new content policy which

now forbids most content featured here. See this post for the

latest details.

Your posts and comments may be removed by Reddit

administrators, and it's certain that TiA will be banned soon.

Please join us at our backup site on Saidit. Saidit is a Reddit

alternative designed to avoid problems with partisan

administration and abusive moderation. Feel free to crosspost

content!

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please
contact the moderators of this subreddit if you have any questions
or concerns.
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Vitalynk · 3h

Voidgender - SHAW

"Fumes"???

FUMES ? Man those people really need to shower.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

mars3127 · 2m

The “fumes” part made me gag.

Humans are not supposed to have fumes. It almost takes

effort to be that unhygienic.

Vote  Reply Share  
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Ladies , us men are not all like this...
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Share

Report Save 

ELNP1234 · 1h

It's not surprising for the type of men who wish to actively

live out their fetish in day to day life and be praised for it.

Vote  Reply Share  

Continue this thread 

ExtremeOmniCode · 2h

Anti-SJW, pro-equality.

Why are you trying to make it seem like we're in any way

connected to those people?

Vote  Reply Share  

Continue this thread 

heilspawn · 7m

Not All Men™

Vote  Reply Share  

Anon060416 · 3h

bastard GCTIA hybrid

Maybe it’s HRT

Maybe it’s that he doesn’t wash and his dick smells like old pee

and/or infection.

You decide.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

Datachost · 3h

Maybe they're born with it. Maybe it's AGP

Vote  Reply Share  

Continue this thread 

distraughtdrunk · 1h

i threw up a little in my mouth at that
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Czar-Lazar · 1hCisgender rockstar (a subsidiary of Take-Two Interactive)

r/itsafetish
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Spooder_guy_web · 1h

flairkin

I miss that sub

Vote  Reply Share  

woodenmask · 42m

You identifying with cis is playing into their word games..it

helps to validate this whole charade Why is your flair

"cisgender" instead of "normal"?

Vote  Reply Share  

Continue this thread 

RangerSteveP · 3h

This is cringe and stomach turning.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

xWhackoJacko · 55m

Schmutz Lord

Yea...crotch rot dick smell =/= pussy. These people are fucked

in the head, Jesus.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

JimmyPD92 · 1h

I wonder why these people are outcasts from the 99.8% of

society? It must be a phobia and those damned terfs turning

the masses against them. What else could it be?

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

iheartjkr · 2h

Dick fumes and a lot of people he interacts with have 18+

accounts while identifying as toddlers. Autogynephilia is his
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least disgusting paraphilia, it seems.
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astaker · 3h

Doubt
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FantasticFlatworm8 · 1h

Tell me you've never touched a woman without telling me

you've never touched a woman.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

ExtremeOmniCode · 2h

Anti-SJW, pro-equality.

Gross. And what's more is that I despise the word "girldick"

There is no such thing as "girldick"

Penis is penis.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

thhhhhee · 7m

Girlpenis.

Vote  Reply Share  

Little_Tin_Goddess · 2h

Eww. Fumes? I knew these peeps were toxic, but damn!

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

CorrectMaybe · 2h

What a time for autogynephiles to be alive.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

youcantbanallmyalts8 · 1h

Go ahead and tell me god exists
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riverwalker69 · 1h

It must be a part of the many mental illnesses trans people

suffer from. I've met and interacted with 6 trans people so far.

1 could pass for a 12 yr old boy, very clean person. The rest

had this 2 week unwashed stench about them. The

women(ftm?) all reeked like prediabetic sweat, urine and old

period blood. The men(mtf?) all reeked like a men's hostel.
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blackweed75 · 2h

I gagged. This can't be real.

Vote  Reply Share Report Save 

Godhelptupelo · 2h

Me too! Still gagging. But also- is it really a thing? A vagina

isnt just an estrogen powered dick, so i dont really get how

this would be a thing?
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